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Abstract. Knowledge graph embeddings are now a widely adopted approach to
knowledge representation in which entities and relationships are embedded in vec-
tor spaces. In this chapter, we introduce the reader to the concept of knowledge
graph embeddings by explaining what they are, how they can be generated and
how they can be evaluated. We summarize the state-of-the-art in this field by de-
scribing the approaches that have been introduced to represent knowledge in the
vector space. In relation to knowledge representation, we consider the problem of
explainability, and discuss models and methods for explaining predictions obtained
via knowledge graph embeddings.
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1. Introduction
A knowledge graph [39] (KG) is an abstraction used in knowledge representation to en-
code knowledge in one or more domains by representing entities like New York City
and United States (i.e., nodes) and binary relationships that connect these entities;
for example, New York City and United States are connected by the relationship
country, i.e., New York City has United States as a country. Most of KGs also
contains relationships that connect entities with literals, i.e., values from known data
structures such as strings, numbers, dates, and so on; for example a relationship settled
that connects New York City and the integer 1624 describe a property of the entity New
York City. More in general, we can view a KG under a dual perspective: as a directed
labeled multi-graph, where nodes represent entities or literals and labeled edges repre-
sent specific relationships between entities or between an entity and a literal, and as a set
of statements, also referred to as facts, having the form of subject-predicate-object triples,
e.g., (New York City, country, United States) and (New York City, settled,
1624). In the following, we will use the notation (h, r, t) (head, relation, tail) to identify
a statement in KG, as frequent in the literature about KG embeddings.
The entities described in KGs are commonly organized using a set of types, e.g.,
City and Country, also referred to as concepts, classes or data types (when referred
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Figure 1. Binary adjacency representation of a KG.
to literals). For example, the statement (New York City, type, City) states that the
entity New York City has type City. Indeed, this types are often defined in what is
generally referred to as the ontology [21]. An ontology is a formal specification of the
meaning of types and relationships expressed as a set of logical constraints and rules,
which support automated reasoning. For example, DBpedia [3], a knowledge graph built
upon information extracted from Wikipedia, describes more than 4 million entities and
has 3 billion statements1.
While KGs can be described using a graph, a nice and simple way to visualize a
knowledge graph is considering it as a 3-order adjacency tensor (i.e., a 3-dimensional
tensor describing the structure of the KG). Formally a 3-dimensional adjacency tensor
is defined as T ∈ RN×R×N , where N is the number of entities and R is the number of
relationships. Each dimension of the tensor corresponds to (head, relation, tail)
respectively.
More formally, assume we have a KG G = {(ei,r j,ek)} ⊆ E ×R×E , where E and
R denote the sets of entities and relations in the KG, respectively, with |E | = N and
|E |= R. The adjacency tensor T ∈ RN×R×N is defined as follows:
Ti, j,k =
{
1 if (ei,r j,ek) ∈ G ,
0 otherwise.
To visualize this, imagine a simple adjacency matrix that represents a single relation,
such as the country relation: the two dimensions of the matrix correspond to the head
entity and the tail entity. Each entity corresponds to an unique index: given a triple (New
York City, country, United States), we have a 1 in the cell of the matrix corre-
sponding to the intersection between the i-th row and the j-th column, where i, j ∈ N
are the indices associated with New York City and United States, respectively. On
the other hand, any cell in the adjacency matrix corresponding to triples not in the KG
contains a 0. If we consider more than one relationship and we stack them together, we
obtain a 3-dimensional tensor, generally referred to as the binary tensor representation
of a KG. See Figure 1 for a simple visualization of this concept.
1https://wiki.dbpedia.org/about/facts-figures
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Figure 2. Starting from a knowledge graph, embedding methods generate representations of the elements of
the knowledge graph that are embedded in a vector space. For example, these representations could be vectors.
Vectors encode latent properties of the graph and for example similar entities tend to be described with similar
vectors.
The term “knowledge graph embeddings” refers to the generation of vector repre-
sentations of the elements that form a knowledge graph2. Essentially, what most methods
do is to create a vector for each entity and each relation; these embeddings are gener-
ated in such a way to capture latent properties of the semantics in the knowledge graph:
similar entities and similar relationships will be represented with similar vectors. Fig-
ure 2 provides an intuitive example of what a knowledge graph embedding method does.
The tensor representation introduced above is frequently used in many KG embedding
methods that learn embeddings by using dimensionality reduction techniques over the
tensor.
The elements are generally represented in a vector space with low dimensionality
(with values ranging from 100 dimensions to 1000 dimensions) and one key aspect is
given by the notion of similarity: in a vector space similarity can be interpreted with the
use of vector similarity measures (e.g., cosine similarity, in which two vectors are more
similar if the angle between them is small).
An important task is to find ways to extend KGs adding new relationships be-
tween entities. This task is generally referred to as link prediction or knowledge graph
completion. Adding new facts can be done with the use of logical inference. For ex-
ample, from a triple (Washington D.C., capital, United States) we can infer
(Washington D.C., country, United States). Inferring this last fact comes from
background knowledge encoded in an axiom that specify that if a city is a capital of a
country, it is also part of that country (e.g., as encoded by a first order logic rule such
as ∀X ,Y : capital(X ,Y )⇒ country(X ,Y )). Unfortunately, many knowledge graphs have
many observed facts and fewer axioms or rules [87].
KG embeddings can be used for link prediction, since they show interesting predic-
tive abilities and are not directly constrained by logical rules. This property comes at the
2Note that knowledge graph embeddings are different from Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). KG embedding
models are in general shallow and linear models and should be distinguished from GNNs [78], which are neural
networks that take relational structures as inputs.
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cost of not being directly interpretable (i.e., the vector representations now encode the
latent meaning of the entity/relationship). The explainability of this prediction is often
difficult because the result comes from the combination of latent factors that are embed-
ded in a vector space and an evaluation of the inductive abilities of these methods is still
an open problem [87].
Knowledge graph embeddings projected in the vector space tend to show interesting
latent properties [61]; for example, similar entities tend to be close in the vector space.
The value of similarity in the latent space is a function that depends on the way knowl-
edge graph embeddings are generated. Similarity is also important under the point of
view of explaining the meaning. For instance, we might not know the meaning of the
entity New York City, but it can be inferred from its topic by looking at closest entities
in the geometric space (i.e. Washington D.C. and United States).
The components of the vectors representing the entities and relations are not ex-
plainable themselves, and it can be hard to assign a natural language label that describes
the meaning of that component. However, we can observe how different entities and rela-
tionships are related within the graph by analyzing its structure – which was also used to
generate the vector-based representations. In addition, the training is driven by a similar-
ity principle, which can be easily understood. For example, similar entities have similar
embedding representations, and the same is true for similar relationships. Thus, while it
is not possible to explain the exact difference between two vectors of two entities, we
can refer to this similarity when using the vectors in more complex neural networks that
use these vectors and the additional information to enrich the network capabilities.
Knowledge graph embeddings have been used in different contexts including rec-
ommendation [40,91,106], visual relationship detection [4] and knowledge base com-
pletion [11]. Moreover, knowledge graph embeddings can be used to integrate semantic
knowledge inside deep neural networks, thus enriching the explainability of pure black-
box neural networks [48,38], but they also come with some limitations.
In this chapter, we describe how to build embedding representations for knowledge
graphs and how to evaluate them. We discuss related work of the field by mentioning
the approaches that improved the state-of-the-art results. Then, we focus on knowledge
graph embeddings to support explainability, i.e. how knowledge graph embeddings can
be adopted to provide explanations by describing the relevant state-of-the-art approaches.
Similarity comes has a key factor also in the context of explainability, in recommender
systems for example, similarity is a key notion to express suggestions to users.
1.1. Overview of this Chapter
This chapter provides an overview of the field in which we describe how KG embeddings
are generated and which are the most influential approaches in the filed up to date. More-
over, the chapter should also describe which are the possible usages for KG embeddings
in the context of explainability. In the recent literature, many approaches for knowledge
graph embeddings have been proposed; we summarize the most relevant models by fo-
cusing on the key ideas and their impact on the community.
In Section 2 we give a more detailed overview related to how a knowledge graph
embedding method can be defined and trained. We will describe TransE [11], one of the
most popular models, and then we will briefly explain how information that does not
come from the knowledge graph can be used to extend the capabilities of the embedding
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models. This will be a general introduction that should help the reader understand how
the methods introduced in the other sections work.
In Section 3, we describe the approaches we have selected. We summarize what re-
searchers have experimented within the field, giving to the reader the possibility of ex-
ploring different possible ways of generating knowledge graph embeddings. Note that
it is difficult to describe which is the best model for a specific task because evaluation
results are greatly influenced by hyper-parameters (see Section 3.5). Nevertheless, we
think that most of the approaches have laid the basis for further development in the field
and are thus worth describing. We then describe how knowledge graph embeddings are
evaluated, showing that the main task is link prediction and that the datasets used have
changed over the years. Link prediction is a task that requires high explainability, some-
thing that in the context of knowledge graph embeddings is often missing. In general,
ComplEx [88] is often considered as one of the best performing models [4] and gives
stable results in inductive reasoning tasks [87].
Then, in Section 4, we focus on explainability. Explainability is a difficult term to
define [53]. Knowledge graph embeddings are not explainable by default, because they
are sub-symbolic representations of entities in which latent factors are encoded. Knowl-
edge graph embeddings can be used for link prediction, but the prediction is the result
of the combination of latent factors that are not directly interpretable. However, there is
recent literature that explores the usage of embeddings in the context of explainable and
logical inferences.
We conclude this chapter in Section 5, where we summarize our main conclusions
and we describe possible future directions for the field.
Additional Resources Several works that provide an overview of knowledge graph em-
beddings have been proposed in the literature. We point the reader to [28] that contains a
nicely written survey of approaches that are meant to support the embedding of knowl-
edge graph literals and to [92] for another overview on knowledge graph embeddings.
As knowledge graph embeddings provide sub-symbolic representations of knowledge
there is a recent increasing interest in finding ways to interpret how these representations
interact [1]. Inductive capabilities of knowledge graph embeddings methods have been
recently evaluated [87].
2. Knowledge Graph Embeddings
A Short Primer In this first part, we are going to define the general elements that char-
acterize a knowledge graph embedding method. To better illustrate how knowledge graph
embeddings are created we focus our explanation on one of the seminal approaches of
the field, TransE [11]. We will introduce how TransE embeddings can be generated and
how a method like TransE can be extended to consider information that is not included
in the set of triples. While we will describe TransE-specific concepts, most of what it is
explained in this section is still valid for other methods in the state of the art.
Nowadays, a plethora of approaches to generate embedded representations of KGs
exists [11,67,96,52,88]. In 2011, RESCAL [67] was the first influential model to cre-
ate embedded representations of entities and relationships from a KG by relying on a
tensor factorization approach upon the 3-dimensional tensor generated by considering
subject entity, predicate entity and object entity as the 3 dimensions of the tensor. There
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are mainly three elements that are used to distinguish a method to generate KGs embed-
ding: (i) the choice of the representations of entities and relationships, in general vector
representations of real numbers are used [11,96], but there are methods that use matri-
ces to represent relationships [67] and complex vectors to represent entities and relation-
ships [88]; (ii) the so-called scoring function, which we will refer to as φ . This function
is used to aggregate the information combing from a triple, and is generally referred to
as the function that estimates the likelihood of the triple; lastly (iii) the loss function,
which defines the objective being minimized during the training of the knowledge graph
embedding model.
Changes in these three elements is what generally makes one model better than the
other (although, see Section 3.5, where we explain the impact of different hyperparame-
ters on the comparison). Scoring functions can be extended with many different informa-
tion like, information coming from images [98] or numerical and relational features [26],
in which the entity vector of a scoring function might be represented with the aggregation
of image representations of that entity or textual content, an entity can be represented by
aggregating the information contained inside its textual description. At the same time,
loss functions can be extended considering different parameters, e.g., it is possible to
extend a loss function by adding regularization. The interaction between the entity vec-
tors and the relationship vectors is modulated by the score function. The score function
computes a confidence value of the likelihood of a triple.
The learning process requires both positive and negative data in input and KGs con-
tain only positive information. In KG embeddings the generation of negative is gener-
ally achieved generating corrupted triples i.e., triples that are false. For example, if in
a knowledge graph we have the triple (New York City, country, United States),
a simple corrupted triple is (United States, country, New York City). Note that
despite these training procedures might have several limitations, different methods have
been proposed to optimize the selection of good negative samples. One of the most ad-
vanced techniques is KBGAN [13] that proposes an adversarial method to generate ef-
fective negative training examples that can improve the representations of the knowledge
graph embedding.
Making Knowledge Graph Embeddings TransE [11] uses k-dimensional vectors to rep-
resent both entities and relationships; the score function that the authors propose as the
following form d(h+r, t), where the d function can be the L1 or the L2 norm. The driv-
ing idea of this score function is that the sum of the subject vector with the predicate
vector should generate the vector representation of the object as output (i.e. h+ r ≈ t),
in general the scoring function can be also defined as d(h+ r, t) = ‖h+ r− t‖. The loss
function defined to learn the representations is instead:
L = ∑
h,r,t∈S
∑
h′,r,t ′∈S′h,r,t
[γ+d(h+ r, t)−d(h′+ r, t′)]+,
where [x]+ is the positive part of x and γ is a margin hyper-parameter. And S′h,r,t is the
set of corrupted triples. d(h+ r, t) is the score of the true triple while d(h′+ r, t′) is the
score of the true triple. This loss function favors low values of d(h+ r, t) with respect to
the corrupted triples, in such a way that the function can be effectively minimized. It is
possible to optimize the representation through the use of gradient-based techniques that
are now common in machine learning. Figure 3 shows how TransE combine entities and
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Figure 3. Example of how TransE represents and models the interactions between entities and relationships
in vector space.
relationships in the scoring function. Through the training process, TransE learns vector
representations of entities and relationships.
Augmenting Knowledge Graph Embeddings Knowledge graph embeddings can be gen-
erated by considering information that is not included in the graph itself. Different meth-
ods have been introduced to extend knowledge graph embeddings by adding novel in-
formation outside from the one provided by knowledge graph triples and we will give
a more detailed overview in the next section, here we describe a method that extends
TransE using textual information; adding elements to the score function allows us to
include novel information inside our representations.
Description-Embodied Knowledge Representation Learning (DKRL) [100] jointly
learns a structure-based representation hs (as TransE) and a description-based represen-
tation td that can be used in an integrated scoring function, thus combining the relative
information coming from both text and facts. To extend with additional information a
model like TransE, the scoring function can be extended to optimize also other represen-
tations. For example, DKRL uses the following scoring function:
‖hs+ r− ts‖+‖hd + r− td‖+‖hs+ r− td‖+‖hd + r− ts‖ .
Optimizing this joint score function allows us to combine the information coming from
both text and triples. In detail, DKRL uses convolutional neural networks to generate
description based representations for the entities. Different information can be used to
extend the embedding such as images, logical rules, and textual information. In general,
the process to introduce new information relies on the extension of the scoring function.
Often adding more information allows us to extend the capabilities of the model. For ex-
ample, the use of text-based representations allows us to generate vector representations
of entities for which we have a description but that are not present in the KG.
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Method Scoring Function Representation
RESCAL [67], 2011 hᵀWrt h, t ∈ Rd , Wr ∈ Rd×d
TransE [11], 2013 −||h+ r− t|| h, t,r ∈ Rd
DistMult [103], 2014 〈h,r, t〉 h, t,r ∈ Rd
HolE [66], 2016 〈r,h⊗ t〉 h, t,r ∈ Rd
ComplEx [88], 2016 Re(〈h,r, t〉) h, t,r ∈ Cd
RotatE [82], 2019 −||h◦ r− t||2 h, t,r ∈ Cd , |ri|= 1
Table 1. A short list with knowledge graph embedding approaches with the respective scoring functions and
the representation space used for entities and relationships. Lowercase elements are vectors, while uppercase
elements are matrices, ⊗ is the circular correlation. t defines the complex conjugate of an t and Re denotes the
real part of a complex vector. We sampled these approaches by considering the novelty they introduced at the
time they were presented. Score functions are based on those published in [82,6].
3. State-of-the-art Knowledge Graph Embeddings
In this section, we review some of the algorithms that have been introduced in the state
of the art. Our main objective is to give the reader an overview of the research that has
been done until now and which are the key points in the knowledge graph embedding
field.
3.1. Structure-based Embeddings
Approaches that focus on the use of knowledge graph facts have also been called fact
alone methods by other authors [92]. Table 1 shows the different scoring function that
can be used to define different knowledge graph embeddings methods. The two main
categories of approaches are the translational models and the bilinear models. Transna-
tional models are often based on learning the translations from the head entity to the tail
entity (e.g., TransE) while bilinear models often tend to use a multiplicative approach
and to represent the relationships as matrices in the vector space. In general, bilinear
models obtain good results in the link prediction tasks [44]. Main models of this category
are RESCAL [67], DistMult [103], ComplEx [88].
Translational Models We have described how TransE behaves in the previous sec-
tion. Note that TransE does not efficiently learn the representations for 1-to-N relation-
ships in a knowledge graph. This comes from how the scoring function is defined: sup-
pose the existence of the triples (New York City, locatedIn, State of New York),
(New York City, locatedIn, United States. Eventually, a scoring function consis-
tent with s+p≈ o, would make the entities State of New York and United States
similar, since the elements s and p of the formula are fixed. Novel models in the trans-
lational group have been introduced to reduce the effect of this problem; we can cite
in this category TransH [96] and TransR [52]. In general, translational models have the
advantages of having a concise definition and getting good performances. In this same
category, recent and relevant approaches are RotatE [82] and HAKE [107].
Bilinear Models RESCAL [67] is based on the factorization of the tensor (see Figure 2
and has a high expressive power due to the use of a full rank matrix for each relation-
ship in the score function hᵀWrt, where the interaction between the elements comes un-
der the form of vector-matrix products. At the same time, the full rank matrix is prone
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to overfitting [107] and thus researchers that studied bilinear models have added some
constraints on those representations. Indeed, DistMult [103] interprets the matrix Wr as
a diagonal matrix, not making difference between head entity and tail entity and thus
forcing the modeling of symmetric relationships [44,87]: φ(h,r, t) = φ(t,r,h), ∀h, t, that
force symmetry even for anti-symmetric relationships (e.g., country, hypernym).
At the same time DistMult was extended by ComplEx that models the vectors in
a complex vector space to better account for anti-symmetric relationships. HolE [66]
uses circular correlation, a non commutative operation between vectors, that allows us
to effectively surpass the φ(h,r, t) = φ(t,r,h) problem that DistMult had. Note that it
has been proved that HolE and ComplEx are isomorphic [36]. ANALOGY [54] is a
model that extends the scoring function by considering analogical relationships that exist
between entities given the relationships. In their paper [54], the authors have shown that
DistMult, ComplEx and HolE are special cases of ANALOGY.
Neural Models Another group with a lower number of proposed approaches consists
of neural networks-based models; the Neural Tensor Network [81] is an approach for
knowledge graph embeddings that uses a score function that contains a tensor multiplica-
tion, that depends on the relationship, to relate entity embeddings, this type of operation
provides some interesting reasoning capabilities and was also used in later approaches
as a support for reasoning using neural networks in a neural-symbolic model [80]. In-
stead, ConvE [18] introduces the use of convolutional layers, thus being closer to deep
learning approaches. While effective, this method suffers from limited explainability and
more variation given by the number of hyperparameters that increases with the number
of layers [82].
Recent Approaches We hereby summarize some recent approaches that have been in-
troduced in the literature and that are relevant with respect to the results they obtained
and the ideas that stand behind them.
• Hierarchy-Aware Knowledge Graph Embedding (HAKE) [107] is one of the few
models that also consider the fact that elements in the knowledge graph belong to
different levels of the hierarchy (e.g., the authors use the triple arbor/cassia/palm,
hypernym, tree as an example of elements at different levels of the hierarchy).
Using polar coordinates they are able to distribute the hierarchical knowledge
inside the representations.
• RotatE [82] was introduced to provide a method to effectively represent symmet-
ric properties in knowledge graph embeddings. The authors of this paper propose
to use rotation in a complex space to support symmetry and other properties. In
Figure 4 we show how rotation can effectively support the definition of relation-
ships that are symmetric; the rotation allows you to interpret symmetry as a ge-
ometric property. Authors prove that their model, implemented inside a complex
vector space, can capture properties like symmetry, inversion, and composition.
• TuckER [6] is a recent approach that also uses tensor factorization for knowledge
graph embeddings obtaining good results over the link prediction task.
• Another recent approach tries to apply graph convolutional neural networks to
generate knowledge graph embeddings, and this might influence a new way of
dealing with knowledge graph structures [79].
• Contextualized Knowledge Graph Embeddings [31] (COKE) is a method that has
been inspired by recent results of contextual representation of words [68]: using
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Figure 4. Example of how the use of rotation can support the definition of properties that are symmetric in the
vector space. Image is adapted from [82].
transformers [89], the authors propose to capture the different meanings an entity
can assume in different parts of the knowledge graph. For example, the entity
Barack Obama is connected to entities related to politics, but also to the entity that
represents members of his family, showing two different contextual meanings of
the same entity. The main difference between COKE and other models is that it
models the representations based on the context and thus, differently from other
methods, it provides representations that are not static.
• SimplE [44] extends canonical Polyadic tensor decomposition (CP) [37] to pro-
vide good embeddings for link prediction. CP poorly performs on link prediction
because it learns two independent embeddings for each entity. SimplE makes use
of inverse relationships to jointly learn the two embeddings of each entity.
• Quantum embeddings [27] are a novel method to embed entities and relationships
in a vector space and the representations are generated following ideas that come
from quantum logic axioms [10]. These embeddings preserve the logical structure
and can be used to do both reasoning and link prediction.
3.2. Enhanced Knowledge Graph Embeddings
While most of the previous approaches rely mainly on the use of the triples present in
the knowledge graph to generate the vector representations; additional information (or
different information) can be used inside the embeddings to generate vectors that account
for a better representation. As noted by [92] attributes (like gender) need to be model in
an efficient way: the attribute male is connected to multiple entities and thus model like
TransE might not be adequate to treat this issue; in the literature, there are in fact models
that have been proposed to account for better handling of these attributes [51].
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Path-based Embeddings While the most common approaches use a score function that
is based on triples, more recent approaches try to consider also the information that
comes from a path on the graph [50,33]. There are approaches that focus on the use of
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to tackle the task of multi-hop predictions [104,16].
Distributional Embeddings An alternative approach to generate embeddings comes
from the computational linguistics field and it is represented by those models that view
language under a distributional perspective in which the meaning of words in a language
can be extracted from the usage of those words in the language. Word2vec [59] is a
model that embeds words in the vector space by eventually putting words that appear in
similar contexts in close positions of the vector space. In the same way, on Wikipedia
using user-made links [7] or using entity linking [9] it is possible to generate embed-
dings of the entities of a knowledge graph using the word2vec algorithm [59]. For ex-
ample, Wiki2vec3 uses word2vec over Wikipedia text and generates the representations
for both entities (by looking at links co-occurrence) and words. TEE [9] proposes to use
entity linking to first disambiguate text and generate sequences of entities and then use
the knowledge graph to replace the sequences of entities with sequences of most spe-
cific types; using word2vec one can generate entity and type embeddings based on the
distribution in text. Methods that are based on entity linking suffer from low coverage,
caused by the entity linking quality. In general, these models do not provide a direct way
to embed relationships. Another prominent model in this category is RDF2Vec [72]: it
uses an approach that combines techniques from the word embeddings community with
knowledge graphs. It generates embeddings of entities and relationships by first creat-
ing a virtual document that contains lexicalized walks over the graph and then use word
embeddings algorithm on the virtual document to create the representations.
Text-Enhanced Embeddings There instead exists a variety of models that makes use
of textual information [97,23,95,100,99,41,2] to enhance the performance of knowledge
graph embeddings techniques. These pre-trained representations can be used to initialize
knowledge graph embeddings and to generate representations that can, in some cases,
outperform other baselines [103]. As stated in the previous section, the use of textual
information can be useful to generate the representations of the entities even when they
are not present in the knowledge base. For example, Text-enhanced Knowledge Embed-
ding [97] (TEKE) focuses on Wikipedia inner links and replaces them with Freebase en-
tities and then constructs a co-occurrence network of entities and words in the text; even-
tually, this information is used to enrich the contextual representation of the elements of
the knowledge graph. Jointly [95] is an embedding method in which textual knowledge is
used to enrich the representation of entities and relationships. In this work, both entities
and words are aligned into a common vector space; vectors associated with words and
entities that represent a common concept are then forced to be closer in the vector space
by combining different loss functions. Description-Embodied Knowledge Representa-
tion Learning (DKRL) [100] includes the description of the entities in the representation.
DKRL uses a convolutional layer to encode the description of the entity into a vector rep-
resentation and use this representation in the loss function. Words vectors coming from
the entity description can be initialized with the use of word2vec embeddings. The model
learns two representations for each entity, one that is structure-based (i.e., like TransE)
3https://github.com/idio/wiki2vec
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and one that is based on the descriptions. One key advantage of DKRL [100] is that it
offers the possibility of doing zero-shot learning of entities by using the description of
the entities themselves.
Image Enhanced Embeddings Image-embodied Knowledge Representation Learn-
ing [101] (IKRL) provides a method to integrate images inside the scoring function of
the knowledge graph embedding model. Essentially, IKRL uses multiple images for each
entity and use the AlexNet convolutional neural network [46] to generate representations
for the images; these representations are then selected and combined with the use of at-
tention to be finally projected in the entity space, generating an image specific represen-
tation for images. Recently, approaches to exploit multi-modal learning on knowledge
graph embeddings that combine image features and other information have also been
introduced in the state-of-the-art [98,55].
Logic Enhanced Embeddings There are approaches that account for the combination
of logic and facts [93,29,30,74] for knowledge representation. KALE is a model that
combines facts and rules using fuzzy logic [29]. There are other approaches that try to
embed knowledge graphs by keeping the logical structure consistent, we mentioned em-
bedding with quantum axioms in Section 3.1, but there are other methods that starts with
the objective of doing logical reasoning over embedded representations [80,73] (we will
present more details of these approaches in the Section 4, where we discuss explainabil-
ity).
Researchers have shown that it is possible to combine facts and first-order formulae
using a joint optimization process. In [75], the authors propose a general approach for
incorporating first-order logic formulae in embedding representations. During training,
their approach samples sets of entities, and jointly minimizes the negative likelihood of
the data and a loss function measuring to which extent the model violates the given rules
with respect to the sampled entities. A shortcoming of this approach is that it relies on
a sampling procedure, and it provides no guarantees the model will still produce predic-
tions that are consistent with the logic rules for entities that were not observed during
training. To overcome this shortcoming, in [61] authors incorporate equivalency and in-
version axioms between relations by only regularizing the relation representations dur-
ing the training process, where the shape of the regularizers are derived from the axiom
and the model formulations. A similar idea is followed by [17] for incorporating sim-
ple implications between two relations. In [63], authors propose using adversarial train-
ing for incorporating general first-order logic rules in entity and relation representations:
during training, an adversary searches for entities where the model violates the given
constraints, and the model is regularized in order to correct such violations. Entities can
be searched either in entity or in entity embedding space; in the latter case, the problem
of finding the entity embeddings where the model maximally violates the logic rules can
be efficiently solved via gradient-based optimization.
Schema-Aware Embeddings Few models in the state of the art focus on the differences
between instances (i.e., entities) of a knowledge graph and concepts (like, Country,
City and Place) [56]. Schema-rules can be useful to define constraints over score pre-
dictions. For example, they have been used to learn predicate specific parameters to
decrease, in an adaptive way, the score of relationships that might be conflicting with
schema rules [62].
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TransC [56] proposes an interesting representation for concepts, in which each con-
cept is represented as a sphere and each entity is a vector. An instance-of relationship
can be easily verified by checking if the entity is contained inside the sphere. In one
of the previous sections, we mentioned HAKE (Hierarchy-Aware Knowledge Embed-
dings) [107] as a recent method that considers the hierarchical topology in the embed-
ding. This aspect is also important in the context of analysis over explainability: mod-
eling ontologies is a needed step to learn how to model logical reasoning and provide
justifiable inferences, however, not all methods are capable of modeling rules [32].
There are also approaches that considers the fact that the ontology can be used to
provide better representations, for example Type-embodied Knowledge Representation
Learning (TKRL) [102]. Given a triple h,r, t, the subject h and the object t are projected
to the type spaces of this relation as hr and tr, the projection matrices become type-
specific. TKRL optimizes the following scoring function: ||hr + r− tr||. In this group
we also include TRESCAL [14] an extension of RESCAL [67] that considers types in
the tensor decomposition. On the other hand, there do exist approaches that generate
the representations of ontology concept by taking in consideration the co-occurrence of
types in text [9].
Hyperbolic Embeddings Many approaches in the state-of-the-art rely on the use of rep-
resentations in the Euclidean space. However, when dealing with the representations of
tree-like structures (e.g., some ontologies can be interpreted as trees) Euclidean spaces
have to rely on many dimensions and are not suited to represent trees. Euclidean ge-
ometries rely on Euclid’s axiom of the parallel lines, but there do exist other geometries
that do not consider it. Hyperbolic geometries allow us to use hyperbolic planes where
trees can be effectively encoded. These approaches have been now widely used to rep-
resent tree-like structure [65,83,77] and received recognition in natural language pro-
cessing [47,85,90]. In general, these approaches have been applied to ontological trees
(e.g., the WordNet hierarchy) and cannot account for knowledge graph structures that are
more complex. Recently, embedding in the hyperbolic plane has shown to be effective
also for knowledge graphs [5,45] since they can provide better ways to model topological
structures [45].
Temporal Knowledge Graph Embeddings There are also approaches that are meant to
account for temporality in knowledge graph embeddings by considering temporal link
prediction (i.e., consider that some predicates, like president of, have values that change
over time) and to study the evolution of knowledge graphs over time [42,22,25]. For
example, recurrent neural networks can be used to learn time-aware relation representa-
tions [25].
3.3. Evaluation and Replication
Evaluation in knowledge graph embeddings is often based on link prediction. In general,
the link prediction task can be defined as the task of finding an entity that can be used
to complete the triple (h,r,?); for example, (New York City, country, ?), where ?
is United States. To compute the answer for the incomplete triple generally the score
function is used to estimate the likelihood of the entities. The procedure is the following:
for each triple to test, we remove the head and we compute the value of the score function
for each of the entities that we have in the dataset and we rank them from higher to
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Dataset # Entities # Relations Train Validation Test
FB15k 14,951 1,345 483,142 50,000 59,071
FB15k-237 14,505 237 272,115 17,535 20,466
WN18 40,943 18 141,442 5,000 5,000
WN18RR 40,943 11 86,835 2,824 2,924
YAGO3-10 123,182 37 1,079,040 5,000 5,000
Table 2. Number of entities, relationships and training, validation, test triples for the main dataset used in the
state-of-the-art.
lowest. Then we collect the rank of the correct entity. The same is done by replacing the
tail of the triple. At the end, the average rank is computed, this measure is called Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR). Another measure that is often used in the link prediction setting
is the HITS@K (with K commonly in 1,3,10).
[11] uses a filtering setting that has become a standard of the evaluation. The eval-
uation of the MRR is influenced by the fact that some correct triples share entity and
relationship (e.g., (United States, countryOf, ?) is true for multiple triples) and they
can be ranked one over the other in the ranking list, thus biasing the results. What it is
typically done when computing the MRR for a triple in this setting is to filter out the
other triples that are true and that are present in the training/validation/test set.
FB15k [11] is a subset of Freebase while WN18 [11] is a Word-Net subset. FB15k
and WN18 were both introduced in [11] and originally come with a training, validation
and test split.
The quality of these two datasets has been argued in more recent work [86,18].
FB15k originally contained triples in the test set that are the inverse of those present
in the training set, for example /award/award nominee and /award nominee/award.
While those links are not false, they could bias the results by making the task easier
for learning models (i.e., models can just learn that one relationship is the inverse of
the other [86], and models that force symmetry, like DistMult, could perform better just
because of the dataset used). The same problem was found in WN18 [18]. This brought
researchers to introduce two novel datasets, a subset of the original ones, that do not
contain easy-to-solve cases. FB15k-237 has been introduced by [86] and WN18RR was
introduced by [18] and they are a subset of FB15K and WN18 respectively. Take into
account that the DistMult model favored the symmetry between the relationships.
YAGO3-10 [57,18] has recently become quite popular, it contains a subset of the
YAGO knowledge graph that consists of entities that have more than 10 relationships
each. As noted by [18] the triples in this dataset account for descriptive attributes of
people (e.g., as citizenship, gender, and profession). Another really important dataset is
Countries [12], which is often used to evaluate how well knowledge graph embeddings
learn long term logical dependencies. Note that while in general, the datasets used are
the ones we described, some papers introduce new datasets when needed. For example,
a subset of the YAGO dataset (namely YAGO39K) has been used to evaluate TransC a
work that extended embeddings with the use of concepts [56].
In Table 2 we show numerical data related to these datasets. It is important to notice
that these datasets are small with respect to the size of knowledge graphs (e.g., DBpedia
has more than 4 million entities).
Link prediction is not the only task on which knowledge graph embedding are eval-
uated, often the evaluation takes into account the task of triple classification, that is the
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task of verifying if a triple is true or false (i.e., it is a binary classification task over input
triples).
3.4. Open-source Projects on Knowledge Graph Embeddings
Many approaches in the literature share code to reproduce the results in the paper,
but often code is written in different languages and does not allow efficient compari-
son between methods and extensions of the methods. However, there are now some li-
braries that can be used to replicate the results of different knowledge graph embed-
dings methods. We cite three and currently active repositories that are popularly used.
OpenKE4 [35], the main repository contains Pytorch code, but the authors made the code
available also in tensorflow. Ampligraph5 [15], a tensorflow library that introduces high-
level APIs to generate embeddings. Finally, PyTorch BigGraph is another interesting li-
brary for knowledge graph embeddings that has been recently introduced by Facebook
that can scale to billions of entities6 [49].
3.5. Limitations of Knowledge Graph Embeddings
Different methods have been introduced in literature and all come with different training
methods (e.g., different optimizers, different loss functions, different strategies for sam-
pling negatives). Making the comparison between different methods often difficult and
in general not directly possible.
The first hints of these limitations have been outlined in 2017, where a work has
shown that most of the approaches introduced until then could be outperformed by the
use of a simple well-tuned DistMult model [43]; the other two competitive models were
ComplEx [88] and HolE [66]. As stated by the authors, there is the need to focus on
different measures for the evaluation of knowledge graph embeddings7 and for the inten-
sive study of how hyperparameters are selected. Results are sometime more influenced
by training epochs than from actual model complexity.
Recent work [84] shows that KGE models for link prediction are uncalibrated. This
is problematic especially for triple classification tasks where users must define relation-
specific thresholds, which can be difficult when working with a large number of rela-
tion types. Moreover, calibrated probabilities are crucial to provide trustworthy and inter-
pretable decisions (e.g. drug-target discovery scenarios). The authors propose a heuris-
tics that adopts Platt scaling or isotonic regression to calibrate KGE models even without
ground truth negatives.
A very recent paper [76] has provided new evidence over the limitations of the eval-
uation of knowledge graph embedding approaches. Authors found that the results of the
approaches vary significantly across studies and that they are very much dependent on
experimental settings including hyperparameters and loss functions. The main result of
this paper is that the conclusions drawn in different papers probably need to be revised
in light of the results. Note that the paper address only structure-based embeddings (to
which they refer to as pure knowledge graph embeddings), but since many of the en-
4https://github.com/thunlp/OpenKE
5https://github.com/Accenture/AmpliGraph
6https://github.com/facebookresearch/PyTorch-BigGraph
7Note that the work considered experiment over FB15k and WN18.
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hanced models are based on knowledge graph embeddings, the conclusions drawn from
them should also be revised. This paper suggests the lack of a predefined ground of com-
parison for the embeddings that was already hinted by the need of updating the evalua-
tion datasets (see Section 3.3, where we explained the limitations of some of the state-of-
the-art datasets). The same authors propose LibKGE8 an open-source library for repro-
ducible research on knowledge graph embeddings that might become useful in providing
more robust results to the community.
4. Knowledge Graph Embeddings and Explainability
While explainability is a widely used term and its general meaning is intuitive, there is
no agreed definition about what explainability in machine learning is [53]. Explainabil-
ity in the context of knowledge graph has recently been outlined by [48,38]. In rela-
tion to knowledge graph embeddings, explainability has a difficult interpretation: while
knowledge graphs are open and in general explainable in terms of direct relationships
with other entities, knowledge graph embeddings are often referred to as sub-symbolic,
since they represent elements in the vector space, thus losing the original interpretabil-
ity that comes from logic. The difficulty of mapping vector space representations with
logic has been outlined in different work [32,44] and that in general, some rules are im-
possible to learn with knowledge graph embeddings (i.e., as described by [32] DistMult
can only model a restricted class of subsumption hierarchies). Moreover, explainability
passes from the definition of methods that support logical reasoning, since logic offers
a paradigm that supports reasoning and its inferences are justifiable and verifiable using
logical axioms.
The problem in parts originates from the fact that there is no agreed view upon
how to measure how explainable a system is; the quest of explainable artificial intelli-
gence remains how to build intelligent systems able to expose explanation in a human-
comprehensible way [48].
Explainability in knowledge graph embeddings is also important because these la-
tent representations are affected by bias, and social biases have to be taken into consid-
eration when using embeddings for prediction. In fact, as word embedding show stereo-
typical biases in the representation, evidence of bias in knowledge graph embeddings
has been found [24]: males are more likely to be bakers while females are more likely to
be home-keepers; this fact could greatly bias the link prediction of novel relationships,
think for example of a link prediction system that predicts the most suitable person for
a job. Explainability is important in the context of KG embedding because we need to
be able to explain these inferences. Same requirement is needed by methods that study
drugs effects [58].
What is generally missing is a methodology to effectively explain the predictions of
knowledge graph embeddings. From their introduction in the state-of-the-art until now,
embedding methods have been mainly evaluated and compared by considering only the
accuracy on link prediction tasks. As already outlined in literature [69], studies should
also be conducted to evaluate the interpretability and the reason why link prediction is
feasible in knowledge graphs. For example, Completion Robustness and Interpretability
8https://github.com/uma-pi1/kge
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via Adversarial Graph Edits (CRIAGE) [69] explore the robustness of the approaches
by seeing how adding and removing facts affects the general performance of the mod-
els. CRIAGE can estimate the effect of those modifications and how they influence the
predictions; moreover, it can be used to evaluate the sensitivity of the models towards
the addition of fake facts. CRIAGE [69] can be indeed used to understand and explain
knowledge graph embeddings prediction and explore the limitations and the advantages
of different models. In this context, it is worth to cite the closely related, but introduced
for graph neural networks, GNNExplainer [105]. GNNExplainer is the first work that
provides an approach to make sense of the predictions of a graph network: it can be
used to identify the most important parts and features of the graph neural network that
influence the prediction of a particular instance (e.g., new link, new node label). While
this model has been applied to graph neural network it might be possible to adapt it to
knowledge graph embeddings.
[48] provides an overview of the challenges, the approaches and the limitations of
Explainable Artificial Intelligence in different fields, such as machine learning, planning,
natural language processing, computer vision, etc. In particular, the author focuses on
how knowledge graphs could be used to support explanations in order to overtake the
limitations in each field.
An advantage of knowledge graph generated representations, with respect to stan-
dard representations generated by deep learning algorithms, is that they come with a pre-
vious meaning: each entity vector has a connection with the knowledge graph from which
it originates; even if the representation is sub-symbolic. Differently from words [59],
knowledge graph embedding representations do not suffer from inheriting ambiguity and
are can be thus be used more effectively to model reasoning and explainable systems.
Moreover, knowledge graph embeddings are not ambiguous in contrast to “pure words”
in sentences that are ambiguous; this last fact can also help in context of explainability,
since it’s favorable to provide explanations on something that is not ambiguous and that
is linked to a knowledge base.
A key combination can come from the usage of knowledge graph embeddings with
logical rules, that can provide justification and explainability over inferences. As stated
by [48], knowledge graphs could provide a semantic layer to support tasks like question
answering that are generally tackled with brute force approaches on text. Knowledge
graphs can provide generalization capabilities using logic as the source of the general-
ization: the KG representations can, in fact, be used as sources of inputs to deep learning
algorithms and can be used to bridge two worlds that are apart. Knowledge graph rep-
resentations are linked to knowledge graphs and are thus connected to a source that has
explicit connections.
In fact, there has been a recent spike in the interest for knowledge graph embedding
used inside recommender systems to enhance the performance and the explainability of
recommendation [40,91,106]. Deep Knowledge-Aware Network [91] is a deep network
that is used to include external knowledge, trough the use of entity embeddings, inside
a news recommendation system; the idea behind this model is to use the information in
the knowledge graph to recommend to user news that have a high probability of being
clicked. Instead of focusing on word-occurrence based method, like topic models, the
proposed model search for more latent factors to use in the recommendation trough the
use of embeddings. Instead, other researchers have combined embeddings with recurrent
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neural networks to account for the recommendation of items based on sequences of user
interactions [40].
Many methods for recommendation have limitations regarding the explainability
when a multi-hop reasoning is required. In attempt to address this shortcoming, a
Knowledge-aware Path Recurrent Network (KPRN) is proposed in [94]. KPRN models
the sequential dependencies that connect users and items by also considering the enti-
ties and the relationships in between. The running example in the paper is as follows if
(Alice, Interact, Shape of You) & (Shape of You, SungBy, Ed Sheeran) & (Ed
Sheeran, IsSingerOf, I SeeFire) then (Alice, Interact, I See Fire). LSTMs
are used to model the sequences of entities and relationships and to predict a recommen-
dation. The embedding of entities and relationships is similar to the path-based embed-
dings introduced in Section 3.2.
At the same time, the field of conversational agents has also taken into consideration
the use of knowledge graph embeddings for explainable conversations [64]. OpenDi-
alKG [64] is a corpus in which there is a parallel alignment between the knowledge graph
and the dialogues. The authors of the paper propose also an attention-based model that
can learn knowledge paths from entities mentioned in the dialog contexts and predicts
novel entities that are relevant to the contexts of the dialog: paths provide explanations
for entity used in reply to a dialog. Initialization of the model is done through the use of
knowledge graph embeddings.
These last models are close to what has been outlined at the start of this sec-
tion [48,38]: knowledge graphs can provide a semantic and explainable layer (i.e., for
conversational agents and for recommendation) that can be useful not only to simply
solve tasks but also to provide an effective way to interpret the black-box answers given
by neural models.
4.1. Knowledge Graph Embeddings and Logical Reasoning
Logic is the main explanation paradigm for KGs and one important aspect we want KG
embeddings to cover is how to account for axiomatic knowledge inside embeddings.
Through a standard KG embedding model it is possible to perform several downstream
tasks, such as triple validation or subject, object and relationship prediction. Knowledge
graph embeddings model relational structure under the form of elements in a low di-
mensional vector space. While originally methods have been introduced to solve link
prediction tasks, more recently many researchers have studied and explored the logical
properties of knowledge graph embedding methods. The question that they try to answer
is related to how can we effectively model logical knowledge inside a vector space.
In fact, a recent trend in literature is to propose embedding models that can effec-
tively model some specific logical axioms inside the vector space. This attempt is related
to the observation that pure translational approaches like TransE [11] are not capable of
modeling symmetry in the relationships due to the choice of the score function.
ComplEx [88] was proposed as an extension of the DistMult approach in the com-
plex space in which it is easier to model properties of relationships like anti-symmetry
(remember that DistMult force symmetry between the relationships). Instead, as intro-
duced above, RotatE [82] use rotations in a complex plane to capture properties like sym-
metry, antisymmetry, inversion, and composition. In fact, RotatE models each relation-
ship as a rotation from the subject vector to the object vector in a complex hyperplane.
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Still, a drawback of the approaches that are based on complex Euclidean geometry is that
they require a large number of parameters to train.
A promising direction is how to perform complex logical queries using KGE mod-
els. For instance, a query “Predict communities C? in which user u is likely to upvote
a post” might be expressed as C?.∃P : upvote(u,P)∧ belong(P,C?). In [34] the authors
propose a method to map and execute conjunctive queries in a vector space represented
by KG embeddings, and further extended by [70] to support disjunctions. Recent work
such as QUERY2BOX [71] goes as far as proposing a hybrid query processing frame-
work. The authors propose a KGE-based query engine that addresses both conjunctive
and disjunctive queries by modeling queries as bounding boxes in the embedding space.
Besides its intrinsic interpretability - grounded in first-order logical queries it supports
- this multi-hop reasoning framework shows how the interplay of KG embeddings and
logical queries overcome missing information in the graph when delivering an answer.
There are approaches that try to combine sub-symbolic representations with reason-
ing systems: Logic Tensor Networks [80], for example, allows us to define a differen-
tial fuzzy logic language over data. Essentially, Logic Tensor Networks (LTN) create the
representations for logical constants, functions, and predicates by embedding those in a
vector space. While Logic Tensor Networks were not used directly to create knowledge
graph embeddings, they have been used with good results on semantic image interpreta-
tion tasks [19,20]. Integrating embedding approaches with logical reasoning can account
for more complex inferences: combining similarity with logical inferences can bring to
interesting results in the field; for example, it is possible to use embedding similarity to
extend reasoning on unknown entities. For example, [8] shows that combining entity
embeddings with logical systems like LTNs can be useful to make inferences that are
impossible for rule-based systems.
On a similar note, the Neural Theorem Prover (NTP) [73] is an extension of the
Prolog programming language that uses embeddings in place of the strict unification
provided by Prolog. For such a reason, they are also able to provide an explanation in the
form of proof paths, for any given prediction.
While both LTN and NTP are not directly knowledge graph embedding methods
they use or generate embeddings as part of their training procedure (e.g., LTN embeds
elements in the vector space to support logical reasoning). The NTPs provide strong
reasoning capabilities with the power of the neural network models but are not scalable
to large knowledge bases. Indeed, recently NTPs were extended by the Greedy NTPs
(GNTPs) [60] a model that greatly reduces the computational needs of NTPs, making it
possible to use it on large knowledge bases by considering to prune reasoning paths that
are not likely when doing inference. We mention again in this section the embeddings
inspired by quantum physics have been proposed [27] that provide methodologies to
reason over embedding by preserving the logical structure.
5. Summary and Future Directions
In this chapter, we have summarized the current state-of-the-art of knowledge graph em-
beddings by describing many different methods and their main properties. We have also
outlined the limitations of these methods, that provide dense representations that while
not directly interpretable, but are still connected to a knowledge graph and have thus rela-
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tionships with other elements. In the context of explainability, we saw that some models
are tightly related to logic and try to reconstruct it from the embeddings or to use the em-
bedded representation to perform logical reasoning. However, the actual explainability
of these methods is still low and approaches that try to account for it are recent.
The evolution of the methods in the literature has passed trough different dataset and
the evaluation is still subject to a lot of variation due to hyperparameters choice and train-
ing procedures. Older approaches perform well when trained with new methodologies.
There is the need to define a common ground for evaluation that also takes into account
the many differences that each model proposes.
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